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Abstract—Existing key-binding biometric cryptosystems, such
as the Fuzzy Vault Scheme (FVS) and Fuzzy Commitment
Scheme (FCS), employ Error Correcting Codes (ECC) to handle
intra-user variations in biometric data. As a result, a trade-off
exists between the key length and matching accuracy. Moreover,
these systems are vulnerable to privacy leakage, i.e., it is trivial
to recover the original biometric template given the secure
sketch and its associated cryptographic key. In this work, we
propose a novel key-binding biometric cryptosystem framework,
referred to as Cancelable Biometrics Vault (CBV), to address the
above two limitations. The CBV framework is inspired by the
cryptographic principle of chaffing and winnowing. It utilizes
the concept of cancelable biometrics (CB) to generate secure
biometric templates, which in turn are used to encode bits in a
cryptographic key. While the CBV framework is generic and does
not rely on a specific biometric representation, it does assume the
availability of a suitable (satisfying the requirements of accuracy
preservation, non-invertibility, and non-linkability) CB scheme
for the given representation. To demonstrate the usefulness of the
proposed CBV framework, we implement this approach using an
extended BioEncoding scheme, which is a CB scheme appropriate
for bit strings such as iris-codes. Unlike the baseline BioEncoding
scheme, the extended version proposed in this work fulfills all
the three requirements of a CB construct. Experiments show
that the decoding accuracy of the proposed CBV framework is
comparable to the recognition accuracy of the underlying CB
construct, namely, the extended BioEncoding scheme, regardless
of the cryptographic key size.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric key-binding techniques aim at securing crypto-
graphic keys using biometric data. In these techniques, cryp-
tographic keys are linked to the enrolled biometric templates
in a way that makes recovering the key impossible (or at least
computationally very hard) unless a sufficiently similar query
template is presented during authentication [1], [2]. Well-
known biometric cryptosystems such as fuzzy commitment
[3] and fuzzy vault [4] schemes (FCS and FVS, respectively),
utilize error correcting codes (ECC) to handle intra-user varia-
tions of biometric data. Thereby, both the maximum key length
and decoding accuracy are bounded by the correction capacity
of the employed ECC [5]. That is, a trade-off exists between

the size of the key and system accuracy in such techniques.
Moreover, existing biometric cryptosystems are susceptible

to privacy leakage. This is because recovering the biometric
template is straightforward once the biometric key (a.k.a.
secure sketch) and its associated cryptographic key are com-
promised [6]. In the FCS, for example, biometric data can be
recovered simply by encoding the compromised key using the
employed ECC and XORing the result with the secure sketch.
Furthermore, most biometric key-binding techniques require
a specific representation of biometric data. For instance, the
FVS requires biometric templates to be represented as point-
set based features and therefore is more suited to minutiae
based fingerprint templates. The FCS, on the other hand, is
designed to secure binary biometric templates (e.g. iris-codes).
As a result of such restrictions, an additional preprocessing
step is needed if the employed biometric data is not in
the required representation. Thus, template representation-
independent biometric cryptosystems are therefore needed to
avoid this extra preprocessing step.

In this paper, we propose and implement a general frame-
work, that addresses the above-mentioned issues, for protect-
ing biometric data as well as securing sufficiently long cryp-
tographic keys. Specifically, there are two main contributions
of this work:

(i) A novel key-binding biometric cryptosystem framework,
that preserves the key-decoding accuracy regardless of the key
size, is resistant to privacy leakage, and does not rely on a
specific biometric representation, is proposed. The proposed
framework, referred to as Cancelable Biometrics Vault (CBV),
is inspired from the principle of chaffing and winnowing, in-
troduced by Rivest [7], and employs the concept of cancelable
biometrics to bind biometric data of any representation to an
`-bit cryptographic key κ , with `1 ones and `2(= `−`1) zeros.
This is achieved by representing ones (zeros) in κ by `1(`2)
different cancelable templates generated from the enrolled
biometric template and representing zeros (ones) by `2(`1)
cancelable templates derived from a different fake template.

(ii) To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed CBV
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framework, we implement this approach using an extended
BioEncoding scheme, which is a CB scheme appropriate for
bit strings such as iris codes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a brief overview of the principle of chaffing
and winnowing, the concept of cancelable biometrics and
the baseline BioEncoding scheme. Section III describes the
proposed CBV framework. Section IV introduces an extended
BioEncoding scheme and explains how it can be used to imple-
ment the CBV framework. Experimental results are presented
in Section V and a security analysis of CBV is presented in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. The Principle of Chaffing and Winnowing

Ronald Rivest [7] proposed the principle of chaffing and
winnowing as a confidential technique for sending unencrypted
data over an insecure channel. The basic idea behind this
technique is to break the message to be sent into packets
(a.k.a. wheat packets) and then interleave these packets, in
their plain (unencrypted) form, with a number of bogus packets
(known as chaff). Message authentication code (MAC) of
each wheat packet is computed and appended to it while
fake MACs are appended to bogus packets before sending the
packet sequence. To obtain the original message, the recipient
separates out (winnows) the chaff by identifying true MACs
from fake ones using a secret key shared by the sender and
the receiver.

In the context of biometric template protection, several
schemes are based on the principle of chaffing and winnowing
[4], [8], [9]. The FVS, presented by Juels and Sudan [4],
encodes a secret key κ as the coefficients of some polynomial
F . This polynomial is then evaluated at a set of points that
represent the true biometric features {x1, x2, ..., xk} to consti-
tute a set of pairs {(x1, F (x1)), (x2, F (x2)), ..., (xk, F (xk))}.
In order to conceal the true points, a large number of chaff
point pairs, that do not lie on F , are combined with the true
set of pairs. The vault resulting from this combination can be
unlocked only if the hidden polynomial could be reconstructed
using a sufficient number (> degree of F ) of true biometric
features. The process of separating true points, those lie on
F , from chaff points, that do not lie on F , is analogue to the
winnowing stage in the chaffing and winnowing technique of
Rivest.

On the other hand, vaulted verification, proposed by Wilber
and Boult [9], benefits from the principle of chaffing and
winnowing to remotely authenticate users using their biometric
traits. The basic idea is to divide the biometric template
into a number of blocks and then interleaving them with the
same number of chaff blocks based on a random bit-string
generated by the authenticating server. If the client could
discover (winnow) true blocks from chaff blocks, he would
be able to know the random bit-string generated by the server
and thereby the authentication process succeeds.

B. Cancelable Biometrics

The concept of cancelable biometrics (CB) [10] is one of
the first biometric template protection approaches that aimed at
protecting biometric data as well as preserving users’ privacy
in biometrics-based authentication systems. The idea of the
CB construct is to apply different one-way transforms to
biometric data in order to generate several non-invertible, un-
linkable, and revocable transformed templates from the same
input biometric template. The generated cancelable templates
are stored, one for each application, instead of storing the
original true template across all applications. This is done
in order to prevent cross matching and thereby preserving
users’ privacy. A practical CB transform C should satisfy the
following requirements [11]:

1) Recognition accuracy preservation. The cancelable trans-
formation should preserve the recognition accuracy ob-
tained by the original biometric system before transfor-
mation.

2) Non-invertibility. To protect biometric templates from dis-
closure, it should be computationally very hard to recover
the original template x from a transformed one C(x).

3) Non-linkability. It should be possible to generate multiple
non-linkable templates from the same biometric data. This
necessarily implies that cancelable templates generated
from the same biometric data employing different cance-
lable transformation parameters should not be similar.

Several CB schemes have been proposed over the past few
years [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Unfortunately, several recent
studies showed most of the existing CB schemes are vulnerable
to reversibility and linkability attacks [17], [18], [19].

In this paper, we employ an extended version of the
BioEncoding CB scheme [20] to demonstrate the usefulness
of the proposed CBV framework. The main advantage of
BioEncoding over other CB schemes is that it is token-less;
that is, it does not require any user-specific data to be involved
in the transformation process.

C. Baseline BioEncoding Scheme

The baseline BioEncoding scheme is designed to protect bi-
nary biometric templates such as iris-codes. The BioEncoding
transformation of a binary biometric template x ∈ {0, 1}d1
into a protected template b ∈ {0, 1}d2 can be described in
terms of Boolean functions [21]. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
consecutive bits (x1, x2, ..., xd1) in x are grouped into d2
words of m = d1/d2 bit each. Each word of x is then
transformed into a single bit bi in b by applying an m-ary
Boolean function f to the m bits in this word as follows:

bi = f(x(i−1)m+1, ..., xim). (1)

Table I shows some examples of the 256 3-ary Boolean func-
tions, where subscripts of f indicate the decimal equivalent
of the binary string resulting from evaluating the function for
all possible combinations. The example in Fig. 1 illustrates
the BioEncoding transformation process for m = 3, d1 =
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT 3-ARY BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS.

Input variables
(3-bit blocks) Boolean functions
x1 x2 x3 f0 f1 ... f85 ... f150 ... f255
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 ... 0 ... 0 ... 1
1 0 0 0 0 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

Fig. 1. An illustration of the base line BioEncoding transformation.

300, d2 = 100 and the following Boolean function:

f150(xi, xi+1, xi+2) =x
′
ix
′
i+1xi+2 + x′ixi+1x

′
i+2+

xix
′
i+1x

′
i+2 + xixi+1xi+2,

(2)

BioEncoding is tokenless because the variability among
the generated BioCodes are inherited from the variability of
the original biometric templates and does not rely on the
use of different Boolean functions for different users. That
is, the same Boolean function can be used for all users
enrolled in a given application. Moreover, BioEncoding is
non-invertible and retains the recognition accuracy of the
underlying iris recognition system if the employed Boolean
function is irreducible1 and balanced [20].

III. PROPOSED CANCELABLE BIOMETRIC VAULT
FRAMEWORK

The basic idea behind the proposed biometric key-binding
framework is to represent each bit κi of a cryptographic key
κ by the matching result between the cancelable template
Ci(xa), generated from the authentication (releasing) biometric
template xa using a cancelable transform Ci, and the corre-
sponding cancelable template Ci(x∗) generated from either

1The output of an irreducible Boolean function is reversed if the value of
any single variable of its input variables is reversed [22].

the true enrollment (binding) biometric template (x∗ = xe)
or a fake template (x∗ = xf ) using the same transform Ci.
That is, a set of ` different cancelable transforms {Ci}`i=1 are
utilized to encode an `-bit cryptographic key κ. According
to the value of each bit of κ, a transform Ci is applied
to either xe or xf . The ` generated cancelable templates
form a secure biometric key κbio that is stored instead of
κ for authentication purposes. Releasing the key requires the
application of the same transforms applied during key-binding
to a fresh biometric template xa and comparing the generated
cancelable templates with those in κbio. The original key is
recovered by interpreting matches as ones (zeros) and non-
matches as zeros (ones).

Figure 2(a) and Algorithm 1 describe the key-binding pro-
cedure of the proposed cancelable biometrics vault framework.
The binding process proceeds as follows. For each bit κi in κ,
the value of κi is checked. If the value of κi is 1, a cancelable
template is generated from the enrolled template xe using the
transform Ci; otherwise, a cancelable template is generated
from a fake template xf , using Ci, and assigned to κbio(i) as
follows:

κbio(i) =

{
Ci(xe) if κi = 1;

Ci(xf ) otherwise
(3)

where xf is sufficiently different from xe (xf could be
generated from a biometric sample that belongs to a different
person or could be a randomly permuted version of xe itself).
After processing all bits in κ, the biometric key kbio, that
consists of all the cancelable templates generated from both
xe and xf , is then stored, along with the employed set of
transformation functions {Ci}`i=1 and the hash value Hash(κ)
of κ which can be discarded safely from the system.

The key-release procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and
described formally in Algorithm 2. In this procedure, the
` cancelable transforms employed at key-binding stage are
used to generate ` cancelable templates {Ci(xa)}`i=1 from the
authentication (releasing) biometric template xa. Obviously,
these generated cancelable templates will match cancelable
templates generated from xe employing the same transforms
and will not match those generated from xf . Therefore, the
secured key κ can be released by comparing the cancelable
templates {Ci(xa)}`i=1 with the corresponding stored tem-
plates in κbio and encoding the match result into a binary
value κ

′

i according to the following condition:

κ
′

i =

{
1 if Sim(κbio(i), Ci(xa)) > τ ;

0 otherwise.
(4)

The hash value of the recovered key Hash(κ′) is obtained
using the same hash function employed during key-binding
and the correct key is released only if Hash(κ′) = Hash(κ);
otherwise, the key-release process fails.

In the next section, we propose an extended version of
BioEncoding that, unlike the baseline BioEncoding scheme,
fulfills the three requirements discussed in subsection II-A and
thereby can be utilized to implement the proposed framework.
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(a) Key-binding procedure.

(b) Key-release procedure.

Fig. 2. Key-binding and release procedures of the proposed CB-based key-
binding system.

Algorithm 1 Key-binding procedure of the proposed CBV
framework.
INPUT: True template xe, fake template xf , `-bit random
cryptographic key κ, and a set of ` cancelable transforms
{Ci}`i=1.
OUTPUT: Biometric key κbio, Hash(κ)

1: Compute the hash value Hash(κ) of the input key κ
2: for all bits κi in κ do
3: if κi = 1 then
4: κbio(i)← Ci(xe)
5: else
6: κbio(i)← Ci(xf )
7: end if
8: end for

IV. IMPLEMENTING CBV USING EXTENDED
BIOENCODING

Functions such as f0, f1, and f255 in Table I should not be
employed in BioEncoding since they are both reducible and
unbalanced. Obviously, this reduces the renwability capacity of

Algorithm 2 Key-release procedure of the proposed CBV
framework.
INPUT: Biometric key κbio, releasing template xa, Hash(κ),
similarity threshold τ , and the same set of ` cancelable
transforms {Ci}`i=1 used in Algorithm 1.
OUTPUT: Released key κ or Failure

1: Generate ` cancelable templates from xa using the trans-
forms {Ci}`i=1 employed at key-binding

2: for all cancelable templates in κbio do
3: if Sim(κbio(i), Ci(xa)) > τ then
4: κ′i ← 1
5: else
6: κ′i ← 0
7: end if
8: end for
9: Compute the hash value Hash(κ′) of the recovered key
κ′ using the same hashing function employed at binding

10: if Hash(κ′) = Hash(κ) then
11: Release the key
12: else
13: return Failure
14: end if

BioEncoding from the theoretical upper bound of 22
m

possible
m-bit Boolean functions to only two; namely, the XOR and
XNOR functions:

f(x1, x2, ..., xm) = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ ...⊕ xm
f ′(x1, x2, ..., xm) = x1 � x2 � ...� xm

(5)

where ⊕ and � stand for the exclusive-OR and exclusive-NOR
operations, respectively. The output of an m-ary XOR function
is 1 only if there are an odd number of 1 inputs whereas the
output of an m-ary XNOR function is 1 only if there are an
even number of 1 inputs. In order to extend the renewability
capacity of BioEncoding, an extended version of the scheme
is proposed in the next subsection.

A. Extended BioEncoding

Different from existing CB schemes that derive several
distinct protected templates (BioCodes) from a single biomet-
ric template using several different transformation functions,
we suggest an approach in which a single transformation
function C can be employed to derive different protected
random strings C(ri) from different random strings, ri ∈
{0, 1}d1 , i = 1, 2, ..., 2d1 , that are independent of the biometric
data. The role of a given biometric template xe is to secure
those random strings using a simple XOR operation. Thus,
using k different random strings, k protected templates along
with their corresponding transformed random strings, bi =
C(ri), i = 1, 2, ..., k, can be stored in k different applications.

In the context of BioEncoding, C should be one of the
two functions defined in Eq. (5) in order to ensure irre-
versibility. Moreover, in order to thwart correlation attacks,
bits of ri are grouped into words of two different lengths
m1,m2 ∈ {3, 5, . . . } based on a randomly generated bit-
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Algorithm 3 Extended BioEncoding: BioCode generation
INPUT: Enrollment iriscode xe, word-lengths m1 and m2, n
OUTPUT: BioCode {b, c,p}

1: Generate two random bit-strings r and p of lengths d1 =
‖xe‖ and d2 = d1

2m1
+ d1

2m2
, respectively.

2: Divide r into d2 m-bit non-overlapping words, where m =
m1 for all bits of p = 0, and m = m2 otherwise.

3: for all words wj in r do
4: b[j]← wj1 ⊕ wj2 ⊕ ...⊕ wjm
5: end for
6: c← x⊕ r

Algorithm 4 Extended BioEncoding: Authentication
INPUT: Authentication iris-code xa, BioCode {b,c,p}, τ
OUTPUT: Match decision

1: r′ ← xa ⊕ c
2: Divide r′ into d2 m(= m1 or m2)- non-overlapping

words based on the bit values of p.
3: for all words w′j in r′ do
4: b′[j]← w′j1 ⊕ w′j2 ⊕ ...⊕ w′jm
5: end for
6: if dH(b,b′) < τ then
7: Authentication succeeds
8: else
9: Authentication fails

10: end if

string pi. Hence, the probability that corresponding words
in two different random strings ri and rj have the same
size would be very small. This would hinder attackers from
linking different protected templates as will be discussed in
subsection IV-C. The enrollment and authentication procedures
of the proposed extended BioEncoding scheme are provided
in Algorithms 3 and 4, respectively. Note that dH(b,b′) in
Algorithm 4 denotes the Hamming distance between b and b′,
and τ is a predefined dissimilarity threshold. The proposed
extended BioEncoding scheme is revocable since a compro-
mised transformed random string can be canceled, along with
its associated transformed data, and a random strings can be
generated, XORed with xe, and transformed using Algorithm
3 to replace the compromised one. Besides, unlike the basic
BioEncoding scheme, in which the renewability capacity is
based on the word size m, the renewability capacity of the
proposed extended scheme depends on the number of d1-bit
random strings, which is 2d1 .

B. Non-invertibility

Since the number of distinct bit-strings of length d1 is
2d1 , the brute-force effort required to guess the whole iris-
code, xe, is proportional to its length d1. Here we discuss
the effect of compromising a protected template, generated
using the extended BioEncoding scheme, on this effort. If a
protected template, {b, c,p}, is compromised, the attacker can
identify odd and even m-bit words of a random string r by

investigating bits of b with values 1 and 0, respectively. Since
c = r⊕ xe, it is possible to figure out whether a given m-bit
word in xe is odd or even by counting the number of bits with
value 1 in the corresponding word in c. Let wc

j , wr
j , and wx

j

be the jth words in c, r, and x, respectively. It follows that
wr
j and wx

j are similar (both are even or both are odd) if and
only if

∥∥wc
j

∥∥ is even, and wr
j , and wx

j are different (one of
them is odd and the other is even) if and only if

∥∥wc
j

∥∥ is odd.
Knowing whether a given m-bit word in x is odd or even

reduces the brute-force effort required to recover this word
from 2m to 2m−1. Thus, the brute-force effort required to
obtain the whole iris-code from a compromised BioCode
is (2m−1)d1/m. Obviously, the effort required to launch a
brute-force attack increases exponentially with the increase in
word length, m. Moreover, for a typical 2048-bit iris-code,
it is computationally infeasible to recover the whole iris-code
from a compromised BioCode, generated using the extended
BioEncoding, even for small values of m.

However, it is not necessary to recover all bits in an iris-
code to break the system. Rather, the adversary would try
to obtain a bit-string that is sufficiently close to the original
iris-code from a compromised BioCode. For instance, he/she
might replace each 1/0 in b with a random odd/even m-bit
word to obtain a bit-string whose m-bit words have the same
parity as their corresponding counterparts in x. Therefore, it
is important to ensure that the Hamming distance between the
resulting (guessed) bit-string and x is greater than the match
threshold of the original iris recognition system. Each 1/0 in
b can be replaced with a word from 2m−1 different m-bit
words. Moreover, the Hamming distance, dwi,w̃i

H , between a
given word, wi, in Pπj

x and its guessed value, w̃i, is an even
number between 0 and m − 1. Thus, the expected Hamming
distance between wi and w̃i can be computed as follows:

E(dwi,w̃i

H ) =
1

2m−1

[m/2∑
k=0

2k

(
m

2k

)]
=

2m−2m

2m−1
=
m

2
.

(6)

This implies that the expected value of the fractional Hamming
distance between the guessed bit-string and x is 0.5. That is,
knowing whether m-bit words in x are odd or even does not
help the adversary in reversing the BioEncoding transform and
recovering the true iris-code form a compromised BioCode.

C. Non-linkability

Unlike the baseline BioEncoding, which divides x into
words of fixed length m, the extended BioEncoding divides r
into words of two different lengths, m1 and m2, in order to
thwart correlation attacks. Let {b1, c1,p1} and {b2, c2,p2}
be two protected templates generated using the extended
BioEncoding from two iris-codes x1 and x2, respectively,
where m1 = m2. Since the number of bit positions in which
two m-bit words, that have the same parity (that is, both words
are even or both are odd), differ is even, the adversary might
try to determine whether corresponding words of r1 and r2
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have the same parity or not using the following relation:

c1 ⊕ c2 = (r1 ⊕ x1)⊕ (r2 ⊕ x2)

= (r1 ⊕ r2)⊕ (x1 ⊕ x2)

= (r1 ⊕ r2)⊕ e,

(7)

where e is the error pattern between x1 and x2. Recall that
the same genuine iris-code would be utilized to encode all bits
of κ with value = 1 in the proposed CBV framework. Thus,
we should assume that iris-codes generated from the same eye
are identical in our non-linkability analysis of BioEncoding.
That is,

E(||e||) =

{
0 if x1 and x2 are from the same eye;
0.5 otherswise,

where E(·) denotes the expectation operator. Hence, Eq. (7)
can be rewritten as follows:

c1 ⊕ c2 =

{
r1 ⊕ r2 if x1 and x2 from the same eye;
r1 ⊕ r2 ⊕ e otherswise,

(8)

Recall also that values of individual bits of b1 and b2

reveals the parity of corresponding m-bit words of r1 and
r2, respectively. Let b(1)i and b

(2)
i be the ith bits in b1 and

b2, and let w(1)
i and w

(2)
i be the ith m-bit words in r1

and r2, respectively. Now, let us define the following random
variables:

αi = I(b
(1)
i = b

(2)
i ),

βi = I(||w(1)
i ⊕ w

(2)
i || is even), (9)

γ =

l2∑
i=1

I(αi = βi)

where ||w(1)
i ⊕w

(2)
i || is the number of ones in the m-bit word

resulting from XORing w
(1)
i and w

(2)
i , and I is the identity

function which is defined as follows:

I(y) =

{
1, y is true;
0, otherswise.

Using (8) and (9), it is straightforward to figure out whether
x1 and x2 belong to the same eye or not by calculating E(γ):

E(γ) =

{
d2 if x1 and x2 from the same eye;
d2
2 otherswise.

(10)

Obviously, while the above linkability attack can be applied
to the baseline BioEncoding scheme, it is not applicable to the
extended BioEncoding scheme as long as m1 6= m2.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated
on the CASIA-V3-Interval [23] iris image database which
contains a total of 2639 images captured from 396 different
eyes (classes) of 249 individuals. Iris images were segmented
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Fig. 3. ROC curves of the adopted iris recognition system, with masks,
without masks, and using a generic mask (λ = 200), on CASIA V3 Interval
iris database.

using the geodesic active contours (GACs) segmentation
scheme proposed by Shah and Ross [24]. The segmented iris
regions were then normalized and encoded using the open
source iris recognition algorithm in [25]. In addition to the
iris-code, a corresponding noise mask of the same size is
generated for each iris image. Incorporating noise masks in the
matching process could improve the iris recognition accuracy
significantly [26]. Figure 3 shows the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves for masked and unmasked iris-
codes generated from the adopted iris image database. The
ROC curves indicate a noticeable increase in recognition
accuracy when noise masks are incorporated in the matching
process.

In order to preserve users’ privacy without significantly
sacrificing the accuracy, a generic mask [27] is used instead of
user-specific masks in our experiments. The generic mask was
obtained by aligning noise masks generated from all classes
in the employed database, summing them up, and setting the
values of bit positions that have sum values greater than a
pre-defined threshold λ to ′1′ and setting the values of the
other bit positions to ′0′. Figure 4 shows a sample noise mask
and the generic mask obtained when setting λ = 200. When
employing a generic noise mask, unmasked bits are the same
in all iris-codes from same and different classes. Figure 3
shows that the degradation introduced in recognition accuracy
using the generic mask (λ = 200) is insignificant compared
to the accuracy drop resulting when no masking information
is utilized in the matching performance.

B. Recognition Accuracy of Extended BioEncoding

To evaluate the recognition accuracy of the extended BioEn-
coding, the employed dataset is partitioned into two subsets
each containing iris images from 198 different classes. The
generic mask is derived from the first subset (λ = 200)
and applied to iris images of the second one. BioCodes are
obtained from random strings of same length as the number of
unmasked bits in the generated iris templates using different
values of m1 and m2. Figure 5 shows the ROC curves for
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. An example of a user-specific noise mask (a) and the generic mask
(λ = 200) (b).
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Fig. 5. ROC curves of recognition using original iris-codes and BioCodes
generated using the proposed extended BioEncoding.

original iris-codes and BioCodes obtained using the tested
values of m1 and m2. Table II shows the average Equal Error
Rates (EER) and False Reject Rates (FRR) at False Accept
Rate (FAR) of 0.01%. It can be observed from these results
that the extended BioEncoding scheme introduces a slight
degradation in recognition accuracy when m1 = m2 = 3;
however, a more noticeable degradation in performance is
observed when m1 = m2 = 5. This is mainly due to two
related reasons. First, as m increases, the size of the compared
BioCodes decreases and hence the variance of the imposter
distribution tends to increase. Second, the probability of a
perfect match between pairs of m-bit corresponding words
in different iris-codes generated from the same iris image
reduces as m increases causing the genuine distribution to
shift to the right. Moreover, as discussed in subsection IV-C,
it is important to divide r into words of different lengths to
resist correlation attacks. Thus, a good compromise is to use
m1 = 3 and m2 = 5. Results in Table II and Fig. 5 illustrates
that these values balance between the recognition accuracy and
security.

C. Key Decoding Accuracy of CBV

To evaluate the decoding accuracy of CBV, the employed
CASIA-V3-Interval dataset was partitioned into three disjoint
subsets P1, P2 and P3 each containing iris images from 132
different eye classes. First, a generic mask is obtained from
masks belonging to iris images in P1. The obtained mask was

TABLE II
RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF THE BASELINE IRIS RECOGNITION SYSTEM

AND THE EXTENDED BIOENCODING SCHEME IN TERMS OF EERS AND
FRRS AT FAR = 0.

EER (%) FRR (%)
Iris-Codes 2.12 5.06
BioCodes (m1 = m2 = 3) 2.38 6.12
BioCodes (m1 = m2 = 5) 2.98 10.34
BioCodes (m1 = 3,m2 = 5) 2.49 7.39

TABLE III
AVERAGE ERROR RATES FOR THE PROPOSED KEY BINDING METHOD.

NOTE THE STABILITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WHEN THE KEY
LENGTH IS INCREASED.

FRR(%) FAR(%)
Iris-codes (mask) 4.72 0.001
Iris-codes (generic mask) 5.65 0.001
BioCodes 6.89 0.001
Proposed Method (|κ| = 16) 6.92 0.001
Proposed Method (|κ| = 32) 6.92 0.001
Proposed Method (|κ| = 64) 6.92 0.001
Proposed Method (|κ| = 128) 6.92 0.001
Proposed Method (|κ| = 256) 6.92 0.001

then employed on iris-templates in P2 to find the Hamming
distance (τ ) at which the FAR achieved by the extended
BioEncoding scheme (with m1 = 3,m2 = 5) is 0.001%.
Finally, for each iris-template in P3, an n-bit random key is
generated and linked to it and to a corresponding fake template
(a random permutation of the true iris-template) as described
in Section III. All other iris-codes in P3, generated from either
the same eye or from different eyes, were employed to release
the key. Bits of the released key are decoded based on the
matching results between the stored BioEncoded strings and
BioEncoded strings generated from random strings derived
from iris-codes presented at the key-release stage. If a match
result is larger than τ , the corresponding bit is decoded as 0;
otherwise, it is decoded as 1. Changing the roles of the three
subsets, six rounds of cross validation were conducted and the
obtained results were averaged.

Table III shows the average error rates for the baseline
iris recognition system (using user-specific masks and using
a generic mask), the proposed extended BioEncoding scheme,
and the proposed biometric key binding method at various key
lengths. The results show that the decoding accuracy of the
proposed biometric key binding method is comparable to the
recognition accuracy of the extended BioEncoding scheme.
More interestingly, it can be observed that the decoding
accuracy is not affected by increasing the key length. This
performance stability is primarily due to transforming random
strings, instead of the biometric templates, in addition to
adopting the same transformation Boolean function (XOR
function) in the extended BioEncoding.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the security of the implementation of the
proposed CBV framework is discussed with respect to cryp-
tographic key leakage and privacy leakage.
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A. Cryptographic Key Leakage

Cryptographic key leakage of the CBV biometric cryptosys-
tem is directly determined by the non-linkability property of
BioCodes generated by the proposed extended BioEncoding
scheme. The non-linkability analysis presented in subsection
IV-C shows that even if the transformed biometric templates as
well as their associated transformed random strings are known,
it would not be possible to distinguish between random strings
XORed with the true biometric template and those XORed
with the fake template. That is, the proposed CBV framework
is not vulnerable to key leakage attacks.

B. Privacy Leakage

In the proposed biometric cryptosystem, if κ is compro-
mised, the transformed biometric templates in addition to the
transformed random strings will be known. An original iris-
code can be revealed if any of the random strings XORed with
it is known. However, as described in subection IV-B, obtain-
ing the random string r from its corresponding transformed
string, b = C(r), is infeasible. Moreover, correlating multiple
transformed strings in order to obtain the original biometric
data is not possible, as described in subsection IV-C.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a novel key-binding biometric cryptosys-
tem framework that benefits from the concept of cancelable
biometrics, rather than plain biometric templates, to secure
cryptographic keys of long-enough lengths using a technique
inspired from the cryptographic principle of chaffing and win-
nowing. Cancelable templates derived from the true enrolled
biometric sample are used to encode all ones of the key
whereas zeros are encoded using cancelable templates derived
from a sufficiently different ‘fake’ template. The proposed
framework was implemented using an extended BioEncoding
scheme to demonstrate its usefulness. Theoretical analysis
and experimental results showed that the proposed framework
exhibits a number of advantages: (i) unlike existing systems,
the proposed framework does not employ error correcting
codes and thereby it does not impose any restrictions on the
key size; (ii) there is no trade-off between the key-size and
decoding accuracy; (iii) it is robust against key leakage as
well as privacy leakage and thereby it does not require any
user-specific data, other than the biometric data, to be kept
secure; and (iv) it does not rely on a specific representation
of biometric data.
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